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Legal Threats to Game Developers

SYMPOSIUM PANEL III

Panelists
Ms. Carolyn Luedtke, Munger, Tolles and Olson, LLP
Ms. Kerry Hopkins, Electronic Arts
Mr. Marco Mereu, uCool
Mr. Jonathan Blavin, Munger, Tolles and Olson, LLP

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
I am Carolyn Luedtke, and I am a litigator at Munger, Tolles & Olson. I represent many companies, including gaming companies. We are excited to be having this panel on the legal threats that exist for game developers.

We have several individuals on our esteemed panel. First is Kerry Hopkins, who is the senior director of intellectual property at Electronic Arts (EA). Ms. Hopkins manages all of the intellectual property attorneys and efforts within Electronic Arts, and she will be talking about some of the challenges and issues they face at EA. Next, in a repeat performance for today, is Marco Mereu who is General Counsel at uCool. He has been working on a variety of gaming properties, including Evony; and then last week he launched DigiSocial. Finally, we have my partner Jonathan Blavin. He is also a litigator and is working on a variety of intellectual property issues, including intellectual property issues in the gaming space.

Today, we are going to tackle some of the legal problems that arise with gaming companies. First, I am going to start with some caveats and realities. One question that was posed earlier today was: what can be done to stop people from copying your game? The answer was that sometimes there is simply nothing you can do about it. If you have a successful game out there,
people will frequently hack into it, they will attempt to copy it, and there will be limits on what can be done. Therefore, we are going to discuss how we can play the game of “Whack-a-Mole,” and how we can fight this daunting problem.9

Mr. Blavin and I speak from the perspective of litigation, and we realize that a lot of gaming companies are small companies that do not have in-house counsel. They do not have big legal budgets, and sometimes, litigation is not a viable option. Consequently, we are going to discuss alternatives to litigation. We should also recognize that this is a somewhat intractable problem, which we have to do our best to minimize, but probably will not be able to eliminate.

Ms. Hopkins and Mr. Mereu, what are some examples of the biggest problems your clients face in terms of intellectual property, cheating, and hacking issues?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
First, straight piracy is still a huge problem for the industry. I began doing anti-piracy work in the industry back in the mid-90s for Sony, so I was there when the first PlayStation10 was hacked. Back then, it was old-school piracy of packaged goods. We were going after pirates in Malaysia and China, conducting seizures and raids.

In comparison to all of the other content industries, my industry was not hit as early by the online piracy phenomenon. This is largely because the files were so big. As a result, it was extremely difficult to download files, and it was very complicated to put them back together and play them. Nevertheless, approximately five or six years ago our industry started getting hit really hard with piracy.11 Personal computers (“PCs”) were the main targets, but consoles were also hit and mobile piracy is beginning to grow.12

To put it in perspective, for a Triple A game that comes out on PCs, Xbox,13 and PlayStation3,14 we see around three to five million downloads. Those are just the downloads we can monitor; that number does not include all of the downloads from linking sites or private servers. In other words, it is an extremely large volume.

To deal with this problem, there are some legal mechanisms in place. For instance, each year we use automated monitoring and takedowns to remove hundreds of thousands of links to pirated games. Also, we work on site-blocking cases. Moreover, we work with trade associations around the world on policy activities, where we work with payment processors to prevent payments from getting to pirated sites. For example, we work to add networks that try to stop revenue from coming in through advertising posted on pirated sites.

The truth is that we are not going to stop online piracy through legal mechanisms. Our real focus is on incentivizing users to play real games through two primary mechanisms. First, we use technology to make it more difficult to access online content. Second, we create an extremely robust online functionality, even for classic games, such as console and PC games. We make sure people want to play online. That way, we know they will buy the real product from us to access it. Consequently, our real focus right now is to use business tools to incentivize people.

Mr. Marco Mereu:

My perspective on the panel is going to be from the small developer. We do not have a large, robust budget that allows us to plan for litigation every year. We do set some money aside; but like most smaller developers, we do not have the means to set aside a large amount of money dedicated to litigation every year. Instead, smaller companies are going to want to dedicate their resources toward marketing, product development, or getting their product to the market.

As an alternative to litigation, I would advocate a guerrilla approach. Under this approach, I get into the trenches and think outside the normal attorney perspective. I ask myself, “What is the best way I can combat the people who are trying to hack into our game, pirate aspects of our game, or sell items that are for sale in our browser base or mobile games?” Basically, I try to determine how to make these guys’ lives so difficult that they decide to move on to another product. Therefore, for me, it becomes a war of attrition. Games are global now, and people are playing your games all over the world. As a result, it is very expensive and unrealistic to try to sue somebody who is hacking or accessing your game from, for example, China. Consequently, I have to find other ways to shut them down or shut them out. For example, we obviously utilize methods like Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) takedowns.\textsuperscript{15} I also monitor all the hacking forums where people talk about the products that they are using to make new bots to access and imbalance my game. I go into those forums to interact with the people who are discussing such topics and to learn exactly what they are doing. Then, in the precise moment when they are about to go live, I go in and shut them down. Therefore, I try to make the biggest problem possible for them.

\textsuperscript{15} See Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(C) (2012).
Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
When you are in these hacking forums, do you say who you are? Do you say who you are associated with? Do you actually interact with them? Do you just observe their dialogue?

Mr. Marco Mereu:
I watch, read, and listen to what the forum members are attempting to do. Many browser-based games are created in Flash. Flash is easily decompilable, so a person who knows what he or she is doing can download Flash, then copy and recreate that game. As a result, we have a lot of players who think, “Oh, we can run your game better than you can, so we are going to create our own private servers of your game, and run those on our own sites.” Obviously some of these people try to make money off this, and those are the people we really keep an eye on and go after.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
You discuss the important effort of policing, monitoring, and finding the violations that exist out there. One point for attorneys to consider is whether ethical rules require you to identify yourself when you are doing investigations of the type Mr. Mereu is discussing. However, there are disagreements amongst the different bar associations regarding this issue.

For example, the New York Bar Association’s Ethics Opinion states that if an attorney is out on the Internet doing an investigation, on a social media site, that attorney does not have to identify himself.16 Instead, an attorney can go out and say, “I am Carolyn Luedtke, and I want to be your friend,” and then find out what others are doing with your games.17

In other words, under the New York Ethics Opinion, you could go on these chat rooms and say, “I am Carolyn Luedtke and I want to know how you are hacking into EA’s games,” without having to identify yourself. Under the New York Ethics Opinion, that would be ethical and would not be considered deception. However, an attorney cannot affirmatively lie.18 Thus, these investigations are ethical so long as you say, “I am Carolyn Luedtke,” and do not say, “I am Jane Doe and I am a hacker, too.”

Conversely, the Philadelphia Bar Association has recently come down with an ethics opinion requiring attorneys to identify themselves.19 Under this opinion, if an attorney does not identify himself, he would be acting


17. See id.

18. Id.

unethically and would be committing deception. For example, if you sat in a hacking chat room, actually participated in the discussion, and did not say, "I work for Electronic Arts, and I am looking into hacking problems," then you would be committing deception.

Therefore, there is a big divergence of views amongst the bar associations about how lawyers and investigators can use tools, such as blogs and social media sites, to gather information about a case. This presents an interesting question when attorneys are policing. However, in a bigger shop, it is usually not an attorney who is conducting the policing; but it might be an attorney conducting the policing in a smaller shop.

**Mr. Marco Mereu:**

Actually, I generally have people other than myself who are in the chat rooms pointing issues out to me. Also, in regards to being proactive or reactive, I would say approximately 80% of what I do is proactive. I try to be proactive because once I get into being reactive, I am spending money on outside counsel for litigation, and I really want to avoid that. Therefore, when I am proactively policing a part, I have to be a little creative. Consequently, part of what I do is try to constantly communicate to our community base and players that we care about cheating, we care about cheaters, and we care about hackers; so rat those guys out. We get reports all the time from players on our own game saying, "So-and-so is doing this on a forum, and it is about to go live," or "You should see what these guys are doing." From there, we can go investigate those issues. In other words, we have a kind of community watch in place to some degree that tries to keep us in the loop on those issues.

**Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:**

When the community watch finds a specific problem, do you use DMCA notices? Do you contact the provider? What do you do to try to get it taken down?

**Ms. Kerry Hopkins:**

It depends on the type of infringement. When there is a straight copyright claim, DMCA notices or takedown notices are available. We probably manually send several thousand DMCA and takedown notices a year, and we probably send another million through automated monitoring.

However, DMCA notices and takedown notices are not always a viable remedy. Often, there is not a straight copyright claim. For example, in regards to hacking and cheating, there is rarely a straight copyright claim, so you might not have a remedy. You might learn about the problem and then have no real way to combat it. Or the remedy might be working with your development and security teams to figure out how they have achieved the exploit; then finding a way to tighten up your controls so the game can no

---

20. *Id.*

longer be exploited in that way. Thus, DMCAs are extremely effective for some situation, but not for all situations.

**Mr. Marco Mereu:**

From a small developer's perspective, we also utilize the DMCA. Everyone is familiar from last year with the Stop Online Piracy Act ("SOPA") and the problems that exist under the DMCA. First, it is still very easy to respond to a DMCA notification. Moreover, the DMCA makes it so that if you have someone hacking or violating the provision, they can very easily swing the pendulum back onto you. Consequently, you have to be prepared as a developer to spend money.

I always tell my board, for which I frequently work, they should not throw DMCAs around like they are going out of business because a receiver of the notification can just file a counter notification. Many of these websites will give the receiver a template to fill out. It is literally half drawn up already, and all the receivers of the notifications have to do is fill out the template and sign it. At that point, that internet service provider ("ISP") is off the hook, and they no longer have to worry about the problem. On the other hand, now I have ten days to file suit or the receiver is off scot-free. Therefore, once you send the DMCA out, you had better be ready to follow that up with litigation.

**Mr. Jonathan Blavin:**

Additionally, under 512(f) after the enactment of DMCA, you have to be concerned about notifications that are inaccurate or incorrect. Inaccurate or incorrect notifications can happen frequently when you are using automated systems. Such systems present the risk that the person sent the notification will file suit under 512(f), claiming that you improperly sent a DMCA notice and failed to use proper due care in vetting it before it went out.

**Ms. Kerry Hopkins:**

Automation is useful in some cases; specifically in the way we use it for pirated copies of games. It is a very expensive process: we have to access the files that are available for download, actually run them through a scan, make sure they match up with our code, and then send a notice. While we use a vendor to do that, it is still very expensive and time consuming. It is time consuming on the internal side because the lawyers have to learn a lot about the monitoring technology. Then they have to be sure they have all of the checks in place so that notices are not being sent out without proper evidence.

---


24. *Id.*
Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

Now let us turn to the problem of virtual asset phishing and fraud. What is happening in the world of virtual assets and virtual money? How does that apply to these types of protective measures?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:

We have been using a lot more online functionality and community-type features in our games to incentivize against piracy. However, that brings a whole new set of problems. One big problem deals with virtual assets and virtual coins, another big problem exists with the resale, grey, and black markets we are creating. Virtual coins are the currency used in games to purchase levels or assets in a game. Virtual assets are additional content that is acquired in a game. These assets can sometimes be purchased, earned, or won. Moreover, these assets are typically subject to some type of terms of service, which have certain restrictions or prohibitions on resale or transferability. Therefore, you do have contract in place.

What we are seeing now is a huge increase in phishing, farming, and fraud for people to acquire these virtual assets and resell them. Specifically, we are seeing phishing problems with our FIFA Ultimate Team game. FIFA Ultimate Team is one of the games in our FIFA franchise; it is basically a team management game. In the game, you build teams through trading card-like objects. Because trading is a part of the game, we have to have a fairly open environment that allows for the trading to take place. However, this open environment creates a playground for abuse. After all, when we make it easy for players to trade, people find ways to turn the trades into something that involves real money. Usually, people do this by going off to an auction site, offering to sell players certain assets or coins, getting money externally outside of the game, and then going into the game to trade.

One of the key ways people get assets in FIFA Ultimate Team is through phishing. They set up sites that look like EA sites, ask people to give their accounts and passwords, and then they go in and take all the entitlements. We see some sites that are now exactly like a FIFA site; then we also see other sites like this one where a kid says, "My dad works for EA and I have a way to get coins, give me your account information." We have an obligation to try and deal with this problem.

This is where DMCA comes in very handy. Most of these sites are using copyrighted assets, so we can get the sites taken down fairly quickly. Frankly, ISPs are actually extremely open to getting letters that explain there is a good faith belief that they are engaging phishing. While there are a few


ISPs who don’t, most ISPs always take the sites down quickly since they have an interest in preventing their customers’ accounts from being stolen.

Again, the big problem here is finding the phishing sites. They go up very quickly. You can hire an automated monitoring service to find them for you, but it is incredibly expensive. For one title, it would be $30,000-$50,000 a year. Consequently, in cases where there is a particular problem, we do some proactive monitoring. We are a big company, so we have people all around the world. Also, these sites go up very quickly, so we have a special dedicated inbox where these alerts are sent. We handle it that way rather than going out and looking for them. In the last two years, we have taken down several thousand *FIFA Ultimate* phishing sites.

Once these people get the assets, typically the sellers go onto eBay and auction the assets. This is a normal eBay auction. The question is, therefore, what can we do to pull down these auctions? What are our legal claims? Well, as we said, we have terms of service; and the resale of these items violates the terms of service. However, a breach of contract claim does not resolve these problems very expeditiously. Our goal here is to get the site taken down and remove the auction. Taking someone to court, filing a breach of contract claim, and going through three years of litigation does not help accomplish that goal.

On top of that, it is not completely clear if we have any direct copyright claims on this type of problem. In regards to virtual assets, the asset in the game is copyrighted content. However, what the user has is not a copy of the content. Instead, they have an entitlement to access the content. Therefore, no actual copying is going on, so you may not have a copyright infringement claim. Furthermore, after the Blizzard MDY Glider case,28 it is not clear whether a breach of an end user license agreement (“EULA”) would constitute a copyright infringement claim.

Luckily, we have a great program through eBay, which is the main channel on which these assets are sold. This program is eBay’s VeRO program29 and their digital goods policy.30 We can report issues through this program and have those auctions taken down. However, a substantial amount of work goes into trying to find those auctions, compile them, and send them to eBay. Also, eBay’s policies are different all around the world, so we often get into a big back and forth with eBay. Nevertheless, we do take down tens of thousands of auctions a year.

28. *See MDY Indus., LLC v. Blizzard Entm’t, Inc.*, 629 F.3d 928 (9th Cir. 2010), *opinion amended and superseded on denial of reh’g*, No. 09-15932, 2011 WL 538748 (9th Cir. Feb. 17, 2011).


Now, I am going to give two examples that will depict what the people who are selling these assets are all about. First is a case where the seller gets around eBay’s digital goods policy by saying, “I’m selling a blank CD, but I will also give you a gift of some of these digital goods.” As a result, what the seller was selling did not fall within the policy. This plan actually worked for a little while, and we had a tough time getting eBay to take these down.

In another eBay auction, a seller was selling FIFA Ultimate coins. At the bottom of the page he said, “If you would like to get one hundred more, come here to my site.” But when you went to his site, you would just get your account information again, and he would go back and steal everything you just bought.

It is just incredible what you see out there. As we move into a more online environment and as virtual assets and virtual coins become a bigger part of our game, we are dealing with new problems every day.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
Have you seen that in your video games?

Mr. Marco Mereu:
Yes, definitely. It’s a burden on Electronic Arts, so you can imagine what it is like for a smaller developer to deal with these same issues. Unfortunately, sometimes when you are a smaller developer, eBay is not as efficient. I am not sure if others run into this, but I am mind-boggled by the difficulty I can have sometimes in getting platforms like Facebook,31 Google,32 or PayPal33 to cooperate with me on removing some of these virtual goods or account enhancements that are listed for sale on their sites.

For example, someone was using my company’s trademark in an inappropriate manner through Facebook advertising. I was on the phone with Facebook’s intellectual property counsel, and they told me, “You know this stuff might be in our terms of service, or this stuff might be in our advertising policy, but we can’t enforce it. We don’t have the scale.” When Facebook tells you, “We just can’t enforce our own policies on our scales unless it’s egregious or really, really over the top,” then you basically have to threaten to go to court over the matter until it is taken down. That is the length you have to go through sometimes to get some of these major companies to cooperate with you.

On one occasion, we had an issue with a Chinese pirate who was doing something to one of our games and making a lot of money from it. We worked very closely with our own PayPal representative here in the United States to get his PayPal accounts shut down. However, it was taking a long time, and it turned out that the pirate’s PayPal representative in China was resisting what we were trying to do. There was a fight going on in PayPal between the account representatives. I am sure both of them were making

money off the accounts. This process is very, very difficult, it is very time consuming, and it takes a lot of effort. I try to put a tremendous amount of time into communicating with users so that they understand the importance of not sharing their account details, not letting other people sit in their accounts, and not letting people make purchases on their accounts for them. A third party can do a charge back on a credit card, and when that third party makes a charge back, I have to suspend that user's account. Then, the user does not understand why he got suspended or why he can no longer play the game.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
Is it worth it? What would happen if you just did nothing? Or is that not an option?

Mr. Marco Mereu:
We would have a lot of unhappy users, for one thing.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
Do you make sure to communicate to your users the efforts that you are taking, even if those efforts are not perfect?

Mr. Marco Mereu:
Always. We have sued pirates, and we have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on people hacking the game and trying to create bots. It really compromises your game play experience. We were the first company, I think, to introduce CAPTCHA in-game. If we thought someone was botting, we would put a CAPTCHA up on their screen. If they could not answer it (a bot cannot answer a CAPTCHA), then they would get logged out. When we did that, people were enraged. Sure enough, all the people that were enraged were people that were botting. Do not be confused—we lost a lot of money from doing that. That cost us huge revenue. But if you do not have game play bounds and you are not dedicated to getting rid of those kind of players, then you do not really have anything, as far as a game goes.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
I am going to transition from that to this idea of cheating. What kind of problems do you face if you have people within your game who are cheating and are affecting the game play experience of other people?

Mr. Jonathan Blavin:
The critical principle for these competitive online games is that there is a fair, level playing field. When you have rampant cheating and hacking, you see that players ultimately do leave these games. It can hurt the developers and services which provide online gaming, such as Microsoft's provision of Xbox Live. Also, these kinds of tools that cheaters use are quite diverse. You can have tools that allow people to see through walls in games, fly in

34. CAPTCHA, http://captcha.net/ (last visited Apr. 6, 2013) ("A CAPTCHA is a program that protects websites against bots by generating and grading tests that humans can pass but current computer programs cannot.").

shooter games, and provide more powerful weapons or rapid fire. You also have bots that play through advanced levels of games, so someone can go out to dinner and the game will progress without them actually playing. Bots were a big issue in the *World of Warcraft*[^36] game, which ultimately resulted in litigation.[^37] As Kerry mentioned, you have unearned content in points which cheaters use, so you could have inflated gamer scores, standings in games, unearned content, or virtual assets. Over the last couple of decades since online gaming has taken off, games have really been debilitated by online cheating. Users have ultimately left those games and said, “I can’t play this game. It’s just not working.” *Age of Empires* is a big example that people use.[^38] It was a very popular game, but the rampant cheating which occurred ultimately took users away from that game. There are a number of other games as well.

People are not going to pay a subscription fee for a service if the cheating is disrupting their game play. It hurts goodwill for the company as well, not to mention the loss of the sales of virtual assets purchased in games. This is an example I found online about a user posting on the PlayStation boards relating to the cheating that they were witnessing in *Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2*.[^39] This occurred shortly after the massive hack of the PlayStation network in which cheating and hacking was rampant throughout the entire system.[^40] At that point, *Call of Duty* had been so overrun with cheating and hacking on PlayStation that the game essentially became unplayable, and users did not want to play it anymore.[^41] That is the real risk that game developers face when cheating and hacking goes over the point of just being at the fringe and becomes more of a mainstream activity.

So, if you were actually considering bringing a claim, who would you sue? As discussed, it does not really make any sense at all to go after individual cheaters or hackers. It is not economically efficient. You can be tied up in

[^37]: See MDY, 629 F.3d at 934–35.
litigation for years and it is expensive. Plus, with the millions of users on these systems, it becomes a problem trying to catch them all. You can use technological means to go after individuals, which the panelists have already discussed today. You can also enforce your terms of service against them—so you can ban users or you can reset their standing in the games, which may have some positive effect overall.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
Is banning something either of you have used and, if so, to what success? Do those banned individuals come back as others?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
Banning is one of the key tools that you have to use against cheaters because the legal options are slim. So, yes, we definitely ban cheaters.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
Do you want to talk some about the economic trade off of who are your cheaters?

Mr. Marco Mereu:
When you have a free-to-play game, it is a lot different. Believe or not, sometimes the people who are the biggest offenders are the “whales.” Those people are spending the largest amounts of money because they take your game very seriously. The game is a big part of their lives. They may play the game eight hours a day and spend $20,000 a year on it. Often, those people are doing everything they can to get ahead, which includes using bots; but we have to treat all the users the same. I may give one of those people a warning that says, “Hey, look, we caught you doing this. Don’t do it again. Here is a three-day suspension.” And sure enough, when the three-day suspension is up, they come back and are at it again. At that point, you ban those users, and then they go up in a ball of flames. If they have the resources, which some of those people do, they generally hire a high-profile or high-price attorney to call me up and tell me either that they want to try to pick holes in my Terms of Service, that they are going to find something else against me, or they are going to create bad public relations for me. My general position to all of them is, “Pound sand. I don’t care.” We have enough money to fight those people and basically say, “Go find another game to play in.” But the reality of the free-to-play games is that these types of players can just use a new email and start over again. A lot of them will do that, but these guys are judgment proof. The majority of them do not have anything, so I go into those situations knowing I am going to spend money to litigate, but also knowing I am not going to collect anything.

Mr. Jonathan Blavin:
It may make sense to go after third parties who may be enabling, or aiding and abetting the cheating that is occurring. Obviously, the game developer has to make a judgment call as to whether the third party is providing a tool or service that is widespread enough to have a material effect on the gameplay, if you were to get an injunction against them.

In considering whether or not to sue a third party provider of circumvention tools or devices, the important calculus is: Is this device just used by
a fringe set of users or is it becoming mainstream? Is it marketed as a main-
stream tool that people can use to advance in the game, and if so, is it actu-
ally disrupting game play? Moreover, are there other third parties who are
selling it? Do you have to go after many different providers, or can you just
go after one who appears to be the most mainstream distributor of such tools?

There are actually some examples from the case law involving various
tools which have enabled cheating. A case dating back from the early nine-
ties involved the Game Genie\textsuperscript{42} tool, which was popular on the Nintendo\textsuperscript{43}
system.\textsuperscript{44} This predated online gaming, so there may be a philosophical ques-
tion about who is being harmed when you are cheating a game in isolation.
Nonetheless, there was litigation relating to the Game Genie tool. People
would put the Game Genie on top of their Nintendo game cartridge to get
special tools and weapons, etc., that they could use in the game.\textsuperscript{45}

A newsworthy case from a couple years ago related to the Glider tool,
sold and distributed by MDY Industries, which allowed people to cheat.\textsuperscript{46} It
was essentially an autobot tool for advancing in \textit{World of Warcraft}\textsuperscript{47} and it
became a subject of litigation.

Our firm, Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP,\textsuperscript{48} was involved in a case related
to tools distributed by Datel,\textsuperscript{49} which allowed people to engage in various
levels of cheating and hacking on Xbox Live.\textsuperscript{50} It is interesting that in these
cases, none of the people who are asserting the cheating claims are actually
plaintiffs in them. Instead, the cases were typically initiated though declara-
tory relief actions, like in the Galoob\textsuperscript{51} and MDY cases.\textsuperscript{52} With respect to the
Datel case, Microsoft\textsuperscript{53} initially used a self-help technological measure to
prevent Datel’s tool from working with the Xbox 360, but then Datel ended

\begin{itemize}
\item[42.] \textsc{Game Genie}, http://www.gamegenie.com/ (last visited Mar. 12, 2013).
\item[43.] \textsc{Nintendo}, http://www.nintendo.com/?country=US&lang=en (last visited Mar.
\item[44.] 12, 2013).
\item[45.] \textsc{See} Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 964 F.2d 965, 967 (9th
\item[46.] Cir. 1992).
\item[47.] \textit{Id.} at 967.
\item[48.] \textsc{MDY}, 629 F.3d at 934–35.
\item[49.] \textsc{World of Warcraft}, \textit{supra} note 36.
\item[50.] \textsc{Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP}, http://www.mto.com/ (last visited Mar. 12,
\item[51.] 2013).
\item[52.] \textsc{DATEL}, http://www.datel.co.uk/ (last visited Mar. 12, 2013).
\item[53.] \textsc{Datel Holdings Ltd. v. Microsoft Corp.}, 712 F. Supp. 2d 974, 980 (N.D.
\item[54.] Cal. 2010).
\item[55.] \textsc{Lewis Galoob Toys}, 964 F.2d at 967.
\item[56.] \textsc{MDY}, 629 F.3d at 935.
\item[57.] \textsc{Microsoft}, http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx (last visited Mar. 12,
\item[58.] 2013).
\end{itemize}
up filing an antitrust lawsuit against Microsoft, and claimed this was essentially Microsoft's means of monopolizing an aftermarket accessory market. These claims relating to cheating and hacking have actually been more reactive than proactive. I have yet to see a case in which the defendant affirmatively went out and sued someone relating to these cheating and hacking tools. Those claims have been of more use in strategic measures in litigation.

Regardless of whether you have been sued or are proactively bringing suit, what are the potential claims you can bring against some of these third parties? The most popular one to date seems to be a claim under the DMCA, and this is a bit different from what we were talking before with respect to DMCA takedown notices. This relates to the anti-circumvention provisions of the DMCA and, in particular part, the DMCA prohibits trafficking and technologies, and devices that are primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing technological protection measures that protect against unauthorized access to copyrighted content. An initial threshold question is: Is the material that is being protected actually copyrighted content? This ties into the point Ms. Hopkins was making before with respect to, for example, the coins or other assets. They might not, in fact, be copyrighted content.

In the MDY case, someone was progressing through a game using a bot, so the court analyzed the issue of copyrighted content using the audio and visual dynamic game play. Basically, the court said, "Well, there is this tool that circumvents various measures that Blizzard has put in place to prevent autobots, and it allows people to gain unauthorized access to further levels of the game that they normally would not be entitled to access unless they played the game through the regular means without engaging this bot." That was the copyrighted content in MDY. Courts have held that, essentially, detailed descriptions of what copyrighted content may be in the game, comparable to sheet music, could in fact be the copyrighted content itself.

For example, even if you do not have the image, if your code describes the image then that may, in and of itself, be copyrighted content. With respect to assets such as game saves, for example, does that count as copyrighted content if someone was able to hack or cheat a game save? Maybe not, if it just contains information as to what level you were on, what your lives were at that point, what assets you had built, and other similar information. The classification is leaning towards non-copyrightable because it is just data rather than any actual audio or visual expression. But if the game save contains any kind of images, music, or the like, that could fall into the copyrighted content category.
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Legal Threats to Game Developers

What are the protection measures that are being circumvented? Well, courts here are actually taking a very broad view of what technological protection measures may be. The courts have held that even the unauthorized use of a password constitutes “circumvention of a technological prevention measure.” Courts have also held, with respect to consoles, developing some kind of tool allowing you to connect to, or on, the physical consoles in a way that was not intended could be considered circumventing a technological protection measure. For example, if courts today looked at the Game Genie from the early 1990s, it may rule that it is circumventing various measures that Nintendo put into its console.

Another potential claim is a secondary infringement claim. To bring a secondary infringement claim, you need to 1) show that the end users are engaging in direct infringement and 2) assert some theory of secondary liability such that the person either had some kind of material contribution or knowledge of the infringement, or had the right and ability to control the infringement and gained a financial benefit from the infringement.

A theory that had been espoused was that if people were playing games in violation of the Terms of Use, and in doing so they were necessarily making, for example, cached copies of the games, then that might potentially be infringement. However, the Ninth Circuit in the MDY case essentially said “No, that does not quite make sense because the Terms of Use that they are violating are not sufficiently connected to the copying that has occurred. Just because you are violating the Terms of Use and making that cached copy in your computer—that is not necessarily infringement. The court effectively held that the cached copies players made of World of Warcraft were in violation of the Terms of Use because the players were using an autobot.

Another potential claim would be that these third parties are inducing end users to breach their Terms of Use by providing them with tools or mechanisms to engage in conduct which may violate various provisions of the end user license agreements or the Terms of Use on the web site. In MDY, the district court found that the autobot tool did enable or induce viola-
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tions of the Terms of Use and on that basis—in addition to the DMCA—enjoined the use of the autobot.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
One of my favorite pieces of the MDY case is where the judge in the Ninth Circuit is discussing the tortious interference claim that they send back to the district court. One of the bases on which they send it back is the public policy factor, and the judge basically said there is a question as to whether the public benefits from these cheating devices because, for instance, men do not need to play the game as long and get to spend more time with their families and wives. I just thought that was the coolest public policy argument I have ever heard.

Mr. Jonathan Blavin:
Another claim that has been considered, but probably would not work, would be under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act which makes it unlawful, essentially, to engage unauthorized access to a computer system. Unfortunately, although there is not a judicial consensus on the issue yet, a number of courts have held that you cannot bring a secondary liability claim under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. So, for example, you cannot bring a complaint alleging a company has distributed a tool which aids, abets, or enables someone to gain unauthorized access to your computer systems. That would primarily be a claim against an end user which, as we have discussed, is not very practical since they are often judgment proof.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
So, in our parade of horribles, you can get hacked, phished, copied, and cheated. We are going to look at copying now. First, I want to talk about when you are representing a game developer, when you are working at a gaming company, or when you are a game developer—how do you avoid being accused of copying? I wanted to turn it to Ms. Hopkins and Mr. Mereu to talk about in their practice advising gaming teams, what are the best practices out there for trying to avoid becoming accused of being a copier?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
We are lucky enough to have a pretty big staff, so we get to do a lot of trainings with our development teams, and in particular our artists and writ-
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ers. As a result, they really understand the basics of trademark and copyright law. We are very lucky that EA\textsuperscript{70} does not typically produce games that are like other companies' games; so we have not had a big issue with the overall copying of our games.

Our focus has been mainly on issues relating to specific assets, like when we are working on a character in a game that might resemble an already-known character. Even more important for us are the depictions of real world assets in our games and whether we will have issues with copyright, trademark, or copying claims. We have a legal approvals process where we work with the development team from the first green light, right through the game release. We actually have what we call "franchise legal teams" assigned to each franchise; we have a lawyer, a licensing associate, and an intellectual property associate on my team who are assigned to each franchise. They are there to advise the franchise on everything and really know the game. It has kept us out of trouble, basically.

**Mr. Marco Mereu:**

Our company has not published anywhere near as many games as EA has, so I can only speak from experience. We do everything in-house; we do not use third-party contractors, and I often have my own art team. Artists use other art for inspiration, so they will look at something and run it by me if they think there is an issue. They will essentially ask questions like, "Is this too close to what this dragon looks like in this big, popular game?" I will tell them, just to be on the safe side, to mix up the product a little bit so it is definitely not a copy.

We have not really been accused of copying anything. On the flip side, Evony\textsuperscript{71} is probably one of the most knocked off games out there, in terms of what you can play. Two or three of the top-grossing iOS\textsuperscript{72} games are Evony knockoffs, and the guys who made those games will tell you the same thing. Almost every big publisher out there has knocked off that style of game, but obviously you cannot cover the look of the game or the way it plays, so as long the knockoff does not copy my code, then generally we just try to make a better product.

**Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:**

Small game design companies often do not have an in-house counsel, much less a staff. What do you think about the green-lighting process? How do you set up ways to protect yourselves?

We will talk a little bit about what you can copy and what you cannot copy, but I often tell people, particularly if they are lucky enough to have at least one in-house counsel, to make sure that such a person is involved in the green-lighting process. As I am hearing you all say, there should be a lawyer involved in the process before the game is released who will check whether

\textsuperscript{70} \textbf{Electronic Arts, supra} note 3.
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the design is starting to resemble something that might create a problem. It is much easier to fix those resemblances when the artist is sketching the dragon than when the dragon is already launched in a publicly-available game. Once it is launched, you have a problem of rolling it back.

Similarly, if the overall look and feel of the game is too close, it is much easier to address when you are still on a sketch pad and white board, rather than when all of the art and programming has been invested. So, I would encourage you to involve an attorney somewhere in the green-lighting process; if you have the benefit of an in-house resource or can afford an outside resource. Also, it is good if you have the ability to set up gates. For example, take the initial green-lighting of being able to get resources to develop a team. Wherever there are points where you are going to escalate your investment, you should have attorneys there for sign-off and absolutely have an attorney there before you make it go live.

Mr. Marco Mereu:

To the game developers here, or the Guildhall students, it is very important that you take time to file your copyright, file your trademarks, and protect your game early in the process, because if your game is successful, people are going to want to copy it. If you are not doing those things, you are going to have a difficult time trying to protect your intellectual property without having taken those steps. A lot of people do not think about those things early on, but you should. You have to make sure you are protected in the event that someone comes after your intellectual property and tries to do what you are doing.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

We have talked about having methods for discovering potential copiers. Are there things with respect to clones and copiers that are different from what we have talked about with respect to hackers and cheaters? The process of monitoring seems similar.

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:

We are seeing most of the cloning on the Apple App Store,73 Google Play,74 and Facebook,75 so there our monitoring is more proactive. The monitoring is easy enough when you can just search for titles like your game. If you search your game’s name often, you will find knockoff games that are being sold under a different name, but use your title in the metadata. So, we do a bit more proactive monitoring, especially for new releases of franchises or popular games that are susceptible to copying.


75. FACEBOOK, supra note 31.
Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

I had not thought about the metadata—that is interesting. The game copiers put the original game name in the metadata of their game, so when you search for your game in the App Store, the copied game appears.

Mr. Marco Mereu:

It is not easy for game developers trying to combat knockoffs. Sometimes Apple does not react very quickly. For example, a few months ago, Mattia Traverso, a young gentleman out of Italy, developed a game that won the Independent Game Festival (“IGF”). It was a very basic platform. The Flash-based game was about a boy and girl who fall in love. People really liked it, obviously, since it won the IGF. He was a young kid, and it was a great opportunity for him. While he was in the midst of bringing the game over to iOS, he discovered a copy of his game, pixel-for-pixel; a company out of Vietnam had uploaded it to iOS already. Traverso looked to Twitter, asking people for help with his situation. A couple of us ended up giving him some guidance on how to get in touch with Apple to get that knockoff game removed. It took Traverso about ten days to finally get Apple to remove it.

Thanks to the knockoff, he never gets that opportunity again. He will never have that opportunity to launch that IGF award-winning game on iOS and perhaps get his big break because the launch has already been soiled. Somebody copied it pixel-for-pixel and put it up there. That is another lesson for independent developers to make sure to protect their intellectual property.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

Generally, what is protectable and not protectable in the copyright world? Here, we have boiled the copyright statute down to a little chart.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protectable</th>
<th>Not Protectable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particular characters</td>
<td>Mechanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapes, sizes, colors, sequences,</td>
<td>Game Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrangements, and sounds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence of images</td>
<td>Idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence and arrangement of the</td>
<td>Unoriginal Expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters’ motion and actions</td>
<td>Scenes A Faire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of a Function, Rule or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinct original sounds and music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, a function and a mechanic are not protectable. An idea is not protectable. An unoriginal expression, something you did not come up with yourself, is not protectable. The expression of an idea and particular characters are protectable; the inquiry into these issues becomes very fact specific to your game. If you have developed a particular character or story, the shapes, sizes, color, the sequence of images and arrangement of things within your game can be protectable. There was a case recently, the Spry Fox case, which says the object hierarchy in your game can be protectable. So, in other words, the way that your story progresses and the way that you play the game can be protectable.

The characters’ motions and actions can be protectable; distinct sounds and music can be protectable within a game. Just this year we saw a really interesting case. We will talk in more detail about it, but the Tetris case that was decided in New Jersey in the last year was a case where the court actually ruled on cross-motions for summary judgment on a game that looked

---
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almost exactly like Tetris. The court there was presented with a question—
given that Tetris consists of falling blocks that you fill into a grid and clearing lines—what point is that a function or mechanic that is not protectable? At what point are the expressions and way it was done protectable?

The case presented very interesting questions, and I highly recommend it for you to read. The judge ended up finding—I love her phrase—the "squint test." In the Tetris case, it was clear they used the Tetris game in their copying; that was an undisputed fact. They presented, through their experts, YouTube videos of the two games being played so the judge could see the feel and experience of both games. The judge said that without being told which is which, a common user could not decipher between the two games. Any differences between the two were slight and insignificant. If one has to squint to find distinctions only at a granular level, then the works are likely substantially similar.

She found that the look and feel were protectable, and because of that, it led to infringement. The style of the falling pieces, the bright colors, and the shading of blocks were the same in both games. The judge said that infringes on things that are protectable, even though the two games shared common mechanics; there was a whole lot more there in terms of the expression of the game.

There was an interesting case from San Francisco in 2011 called the Ubisoft case where the court looked at a copyright infringement allegation against the Just Dance franchise. Here, the Ubisoft team argued that both games had these same sorts of stylized figures with the white skin and the bright colors, and they struck similar dance poses. There, the court found the characters were not substantially similar.

It is going to be a very fact-specific, case-specific analysis, and you are going to want to look at the very specific issues in your case. Judge Breyer pointed to the key differences in the avatars in that case: the look, size, and
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prominence—and thus the overall appearance—were different.\textsuperscript{101} The color choices and the use of facial features were different; the similarities were less important, particularly given the functional reasons for many of the choices.\textsuperscript{102} That was an example where the court found that there was not a substantial similarity.\textsuperscript{103}

Here is the bottom line is on what is protectable and what is not: Ideas are not protectable;\textsuperscript{104} functions and mechanics are not protectable;\textsuperscript{105} the expression of an idea, the look and feel of the game, the overall experience of the game, and perhaps the progression of the game can be protectable.\textsuperscript{106} This is a really fact-intensive analysis. You have to get in there and evaluate whether, on either side of the equation, the game is too close to that line, such that it is not worth the risk. Or, is this game so close that I want to try to take some action to enforce it?

\textbf{Ms. Kerry Hopkins:}

It is hard being in-house counsel and working with development teams on this. These guys put their life into building a game, and when the games get knocked off pretty quickly it is very emotional for them. They want a remedy. They want us to do something about it, and each time we have to go through this exercise.

We were involved in the \textit{Tetris} case. We are the licensee for the \textit{Tetris} mobile game, so we worked with the \textit{Tetris Company}\textsuperscript{107} on that case. That was a tough case for them, but in a game like that, you really have to look at what is protectable and whether it was copied. \textit{Tetris} does not go past that, when other people make falling object puzzle games not using tetrominos.

We have a game similar to that called \textit{Bejeweled},\textsuperscript{108} which is a matching game involving colored jewels, and we are very conservative about what we enforce against. They have to be very similar jewels, using the same colors, and have certain attributes of our game.\textsuperscript{109} With that said, there is a game called \textit{Plants vs. Zombies}, which is cloned ridiculously.\textsuperscript{110} We believe that if a game has plants and zombies, then it is probably infringing us. We go to bat on that all the time because the expression is so much more unique. It is
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not like falling objects, where there are only a couple ways to show it. It is
tough to go back to a game team and tell them there is nothing to be done
here.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
I think the Plants vs. Zombies\textsuperscript{111} point is a good one. The Pac-Man case
uses a good example of two different things you can look at.\textsuperscript{112} In Pac-Man,
there was accused infringement of Pac-Man, and the court held that the maze
and tunnel were not protectable.\textsuperscript{113} Fanciful things like ghosts, which are kind
of like plants and zombies, are protectable.\textsuperscript{114} So you will see that in a lot of
the case decisions, when things become fanciful, they become more protect-
able.\textsuperscript{115} It is something that is unique and expressive. It is something that is
getting closer to protectability, in contrast with a maze, which is more diffi-
cult to label as something protectable.

Mr. Jonathan Blavin:
If you make a game that reflects reality, it is potentially less subject to
copyright protection because a court is going to say that it mimics real life.
How many ways can you actually express it? If you are doing something that
is entirely arbitrary and much more imaginative than the real world, it is
more likely to be subject to protection. Even in the Tetris case where it was
just falling blocks, the court did say, that the “scenes a faire” doctrine, which
essentially limits copyright protection to the extent of things that are standard
in everyday life, did not really apply.\textsuperscript{116} The court said it did not have to
consider the doctrine because the game involves a world of falling blocks
that are multiple colors and can rotate; that is not in the real world, so the
document is inapplicable.\textsuperscript{117}

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
There was a very famous case people often cite when they are looking at
copyright infringement analysis involving a golf game.\textsuperscript{118} The court said that
sand traps and water hazards are a fact of life for golfers, real or virtual, so a
golf game is probably going to have sand traps and water hazards, and that is
going to be a hard concept for you to claim as protectable.\textsuperscript{119} Now, you could
certainly have a game that copies the look and feel of a golf game and copies
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the way in which you have adopted and expressed golf. But a sand trap is inherent to a golf game, so you would not want to say the other game copied the sand trap from your game.

There is also a case involving karate. If you had a karate game, you would not say, "I am trying to protect the concept of a black belt, a white outfit, and kicks," because those are fundamental and "scenes a faire" to a karate game. You could still have protectability of a karate game, as long as you had the same look, feel, and aspect in which it was done. Again, this is a very fact-specific analysis. This is part of what makes it a fun area of the law to practice, but it is probably somewhat maddening to those whom we advise. It is very hard to say what the rules are, and you cannot say that this is absolutely going to be okay, or not going to be okay, because it is very, very fact specific.

So, I am going to turn it over to questions from the audience.

**Audience Member 1:**

When you are working with Facebook, Google, Apple and arguing with their attorneys, are you ever concerned that they are going to retaliate against you once your game is up on their platform?

**Mr. Marco Mereu:**

No, because they want to make money. Our relationship with Facebook is not adversarial. It is a good relationship, but it is a lot harder than it needs to be when I am trying to get something taken down.

Google is difficult because it is just difficult to get someone at Google, at least for someone like me sometimes. Facebook also makes you jump through a lot of hoops: it is all automated, they have a huge scale, and it takes a lot of work to get an intellectual property attorney over there sometimes. Unless something is egregious, they are very liberal on what they will let other companies do because, frankly, they want advertising dollars. They are a business, and they want to make money, but they have never retaliated.

I have never had a real problem with Apple. I just think you have to know how to navigate Apple. It is not a personal thing. It is just a money thing.

**Ms. Kerry Hopkins:**

Apple is a huge partner. They all are huge partners for us, and sometimes it is actually more aggravating on our side to say, "We are a huge partner; can you help us? There is the Plants vs. Zombies clone out there, and Plants vs. Zombies is one of your biggest selling games. Why are you letting this happen? You are getting a substantial royalty from every copy we sell." It can be maddening, but I definitely do not think that there is any retaliatory
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component to it. The groups are very separate there. My sense from dealing with all of them is that they are struggling with how to keep up with it. Apple has been implementing a new automated system to deal with incoming claims.

Mr. Marco Mereu:
I definitely think it is an issue of scale.

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
It is very tough for them. They have taken some positions that I really disagree with. We have gotten into discussions about what the term "expeditious" means under the DMCA. They say, "Thirty days can be expeditious," and we say, "Thirty days is not expeditious." I think they are trying. It can definitely be frustrating, but they would never hold that against a developer.

Mr. Marco Mereu:
I think they want to do the right thing. It is just very difficult for them. One example with Facebook involved a company against which we had a judgment for copyright infringement. They stole some of our code, re-skinned it, and released it as a game. Once we gave Facebook the judgment, they took everything down from that game. The pirate then re-skinned and re-named the game again within two weeks and re-marketed it on Facebook. I had to start at square one with Facebook again, reporting the game, getting them to look at the game, getting them to look at the ad, getting them the judgment, and explaining to them why the judgment should still apply to this game. They took it down, and then a month later, the pirate did it again, and I had to start at square one again. I actually got to the point where I was having regular meetings with Facebook. Basically, I had to create a presentation for Facebook on how these pirates operated, and I felt good about it at the end because Facebook’s intellectual property attorneys actually told me, “We’re going to change the way these guidelines work, this process works, because it is clearly not working. It needs to be easier for you guys to do this, especially for repeat offenders, than it is right now.”

Audience Member 2:
Can any of you recall any legal ethics issues that you encounter in counseling your clients?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
I do not feel like we have too many. The issues I deal with most often involve the ethics of representing the company and not sharing company confidential information. Our development and security guys want to connect with other security guys in other companies, and they want to start sharing information. I advise them about what we can and cannot do, and how we can and cannot partner with other people, especially given that so much of what we’re seeing in infringement now relates to user accounts and personal

data. Our challenge is to teach our people how to partner with others and not violate company confidentiality in the process.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

One of the most challenging parts of being a lawyer—both generally and in the gaming world—is the ethics of whom you represent. A lawyer at a gaming company, or outside counsel to a gaming company, often interacts with individuals at the company, game developers, and designers. As a lawyer, you are going to develop personal relationships and become friends with those people. There are going to be times where you have to conduct an investigation or where you are doing this evaluation in the green-lighting process, and you find out that someone has taken code from another game and put it in their game. You have to remember that you actually represent the company and not the individual. You have an obligation to do what is right for the company even if that individual is your friend.

I find that one of the most challenging things about being a lawyer is to always make sure everyone understands whom you represent. They need to know if they tell you that they just stole source code and put it in their game, it is not something you can just keep between the two of you. You are going to have to report that to the company. I find that to be a really ongoing and challenging thing to deal with.

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:

Regarding another area, we do send a ton of takedown notices and cease and desist orders (“CDOs”). Especially when coming from a big company, a CDO might scare a little company or an individual. We are very conservative. I do not want to assert a claim unless I feel very confident that we have a strong copyright or trademark claim. We do not hedge on that at all because getting a CDO from us might be a very scary thing, and I want to know that we feel confident about our claim before we send any of those letters.

Mr. Marco Mereu:

I have never really dealt with that at all.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:

One issue that arises for a lot of people who are counseling gaming clients is how to deal with the duty of candor when you are communicating in a negotiation. This applies whether it involves buying another gaming company, being bought by another company, how you negotiate the terms of that the purchase, communicating about litigation with a mediator, and how you are going to settle that. The ethical rules say that we, as attorneys, have duties of candor. You should not lie. But sometimes in a negotiation, you need to bluff; you do not want to just state all of your weaknesses and positions right out there on the table. The challenge involves where you draw the line on your duty of candor and your duty of honesty, without being an ineffective negotiator. I find that to be a challenging thing, too.

Mr. Jonathan Blavin:

It is a good idea to have lawyers involved in the gaming development process throughout both the early and later stages in the development of the game. If you are eventually sued for infringement, you have to be a little bit
careful. You may want to say you had a good faith basis for thinking the game wasn't infringing and you had lawyers involved.

If you are going to assert that defense in litigation, the other side may be entitled to all of the communications you had with your lawyers, and the privilege may be waived. They may be able to look at those communications to test whether or not you had a good faith basis to think your game wasn't infringing.

Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:
I believe that happened in Tetris.125 The cloning company had to produce all of the memoranda they received from Durie Tangri LLP.126 I think it was an open part of their defense that they had hired really strong counsel who had advised them, and they thought they were operating under the law.

Audience Member 3:
I would like to go back to the topic of getting copyrights and trademarks as early as possible. I make games using the StarCraft 2127 platform. If I wanted to take one of those games and build it on another platform, am I losing my rights to copyright my games under the StarCraft 2 Terms of Use?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
One, you do own copyright on what you make as soon as you make it. You do not have to register it, so you own the copyright; you may not have a registration. If the game that you are making is based on a Blizzard game or some other game, it may be legally a derivative, which means you may own what you made. But they have underlying rights to the original work, and you cannot do anything with it.128 I would suggest you talk to a lawyer to see if you can exploit what you're making. Making derivatives is one of the rights protected under copyright, so you are not allowed to make a derivative of someone else's work.

Blizzard would own the rights to the trademarks. You could not necessarily market it under that name. Those get complicated when you are doing modifications and add-ons to games. It really depends on what you are doing. They potentially infringe, but they may not infringe.

Audience Member 4:
Are there any cases relating to content?

Ms. Kerry Hopkins:
EA is involved in a number of content cases right now. One case relates to depictions of real-world helicopters in our games.129 A few relate to like-

125. See Tetris Holding, LLC, 863 F. Supp. 2d at 399.
nesses in games. We were recently sued over the use of a tattoo in a game. Thank you, *Hangover 2* producers, for settling so quickly.

My big objective for the last fiscal year was to do in-depth content training with all of our development teams. I have been to China, Sweden, and the UK to meet with all our development teams about content and what they can and cannot do with other content. Real-world content, other people’s content, and parody are the focus of the trainings. It is such a complicated issue, and it is so much fun to do those training sessions.

**Audience Member 5:** Were you present when Langdell sued EA over the use of the word "edge"?

**Ms. Kerry Hopkins:**
Yes. I think the judgment we got in that says it all. As a lawyer, it was a great case to be part of that case. We will probably never be fully done with that case, but we felt confident from Day One that our use of *Mirror’s Edge* did not infringe Edge; we also felt confident that Mr. Langdell had no rights in the word “edge.”

**Audience Member 5:** Was there any questionable material that was created for the case?

**Ms. Kerry Hopkins:**
There was a lot of questionable material filed with the Patent and Trademark Office to get those trademark registrations. One of the items filed to support the use of that trademark was a cover of the game *Edge Magazine,* which is a famous game magazine. The problem is that it was a mock-up cover. It was not the real *Edge Magazine.* Just remember that when you are in trademark cases, too. Not everything that gets through the Trademark Office is real.

**Ms. Carolyn Luedtke:**
Thank you for your attention. We appreciate it.

---
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